TRIO MODULE CHANGES – VERSION W1706A

June 14, 2017

 Corrected an issue where zero balance accounts were being displayed on

reports even though the option to show them was not enabled.
 Corrected an issue in Report Writer where in certain circumstances an account

with no activity was duplicating the entry above it.

 Added new options on the Tax Billing Outprint format for Hygrade. Fields added are:

Total indebtedness amount, Indebtedness date and State aid reduction %. These fields
will be included in the outprinting file when selected.
 BETE values will now show appropriately in the exempt field of the commitment book.

 Corrections on excise only registrations will now correctly process without error.
 Fixed an issue causing duplicate records in the master which show up as two of

the same record.
 Corrected an issue in registering fleets where specialty fees were not added into

the totals.
 Changed the register fleet/group process to handle excise only plates of "NEW"














better. The system will now warn if there are such plates in the list of vehicles to
register. These plates will be ignored and will not be allowed to be registered.
Fixed an error occurring when voiding unissued MVR's.
Corrected invalid situation allowing an excise only registration to be changed to
active and allowed to process as a renewal, causing plate number to print blank.
Replacement plates will no longer charge a replacement fee when a class type is
exempt.
For Long Term trailer registrations; fixed an issue with processing extensions.
When applicable the system will prompt asking if the registration is an extension
and process accordingly.
Removed prompts that were coming up incorrectly for the title and sales tax
options. These will only come up when applicable. Added an additional
message to prompt the user to select an option when necessary.
Fixed the calculation of excise credit for rebate towns. Also corrected the
printing of the rebate information and the indicators.
A CTA with a 2nd non-owner removed will no longer report the 2nd owner on
the Title report. Also fixed an error occurring when entering a Double CTA
number in certain circumstances.
Corrections where a vanity fee should be charged will now prompt to charge the
fee along with other fee prompts where applicable.
AQ plates will no longer be allowed on vehicles newer than 25 years.
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June 14, 2017

 Corrected an issue with a Run Time Error occurring on certain transfers where the









plate is in a pending status - from having done an excise only transaction. This
error will no longer occur and the system will prompt the user to update the
registration where applicable.
Attempting to process a re-registration transfer to a plate that is not expired or
expiring in the current month will now prompt an error. The vehicle being
renewed must be expired or expiring in the current month.
Fixed an overflow occurring in Reminder Notices when running them for a leap
year.
Corrected an error occurring when saving a Double CTA form.
A prompt to fill out an MV-138 was incorrectly coming up when processing a
held registration in some cases. This has been corrected.
For Long Term Trailers: Updated the Lost Plate process so that if no plates are
available for the selected year the system will abort.
Corrected a unique scenario that was allowing a PC plate to have a 2 year
registration.

 Fixed an issue with employee paid from general ledger accounts where the taxes

were not hitting appropriately due to the dashes in the account number.

 Added a column on the Personal Property Itemized screen for Years Claimed.

This column will now directly affect column C on form 801. If nothing is
populated in this field in TRIO then the column on the report will be blank.

 Information Extract has been removed from the system per Core Logic as they no

longer require this file.

 Fixed the "Back to Selection" option to be enabled again when appropriate.
 The latest vehicle data has been added.

 Fixed an issue with how Mortgage Holder Associations was working with Utility

and Real Estate, with or without the "Use RE Mortgage Holders" box on the
Utility side. Each type of functionality will work as expected now.
 Corrected an issue with E-mail bills option generating duplicate bills.
 An issue with labels printing for selected books has been corrected.
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